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The nineteenth century saw considerable growth in British merchant
shipping and widespread investment. The English merchant fleet
expanded from 9,360 ships with a combined tonnage of 1.05 million
tons in 1788 to 16,000 ships totalling 8.9 million tons by 1913.1 This
trade surge had its own reflection in the shipping registered in ports
of all sizes as much of it was carried in the wooden sailing vessels
that were built and owned in ports around the coast. Despite the
advance of steam, iron, and the large new shipping companies, local-
ly owned wooden sailing vessels remained a major factor until the
1880s and these provided opportunities for local communities of
investors and businesses. In 1879 sail still accounted for 63 per cent of
the tonnage in the United Kingdom, 82 per cent of the number of
ships registered, and 60 per cent of the men employed in merchant
shipping.2 Cornwall was to benefit from the increase in trade and its
merchant shipping fleet grew at a rapid rate and brought prosperity
to the fortunate investors in the mid-century boom. This essay exam-
ines the networking that was required to sustain contacts inside and
outside the coastal communities as shipowners and related business-
es sought to gain from the trade growth of the nineteenth century. 

Business contacts and knowledge was the life blood of the ship-
ping industry. Formal and informal networks were created and nur-
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1 David J. Starkey, ‘The Ports, Seaborne Trade and Shipping Industry of
South Devon, 1786–1914’, in Michael Duffy et al. (eds.), The New Maritime
History of Devon, ii. From the Late Eighteenth Century to the Present Day
(London, 1994), 32–47, at 33.
2 British Parliamentary Papers (hereafter BPP) 1880 LXV, Tables of Number of
Sailing and Steam Vessels belonging to United Kingdom and on Register
1869–79. 
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tured on an international scale. Charters depended on the right
knowledge and brokers, agents, owners, and masters worked within
the system to keep their ships employed. This involved considerable
contact with other countries and cultures. The large ports such as
London and Liverpool were major international entrepôts and as
such had wide contact with foreign ships and their crews. For cen-
turies such ports have attracted other nationalities to settle there as
local agents for their countries and many took up permanent resi-
dence. The smaller ports around the coast of England also had simi-
lar contact and exposure to other cultures, albeit it on a different
scale. A port did not have to be a major trading port to experience
this, as this essay will show. Historians have rarely considered the
situation of those people who remained within the port community.
While the mariners and master mariners travelled the world, their
families, colleagues, and neighbours remained in the port. These peo-
ple were the shore-side support systems for the shipping industry
and were closely involved in maintaining the international networks.
Those left behind in even the smallest of port communities had an
international perspective through their exposure to foreign influ-
ences. Diaries, letters, and a range of other sources are brought
together to examine the ways in which the port community was
exposed to non-British cultures through these network contacts. 

The importance of networks and information flow in the shipping
industry is not a new topic. Yjro Kaukieinen explored the role of the
nineteenth-century Finnish master mariners who were the crucial
interface between the Finnish-speaking owners and the mainly
English-speaking world of merchant shipping. Their business relied
heavily on foreign contacts, shipping agents, brokers, insurance
firms, and bankers, from Hamburg to London and beyond.3 The
Finnish involvement in the timber trade emphasized the importance
to them of the British ports, and relationships with shipping agents
and local consuls were established not just in London and Liverpool,
but in many other smaller ports. The role of the shipbroker was an
important one in matching buyers and sellers of shipping services.
Personal contacts and shipping knowledge were essential to match
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3 Yrjo Kaukiainen, ‘Owners and Masters: Management and Managerial Skills
in the Finnish Ocean-Going Merchant Fleet, c.1840–1889’, Research in
Maritime History, 6 (1994), 51–66, at 54–7.



the needs of the shippers and shipowners with suitable transport and
prices.4 Good contacts became increasingly important in a world of
extended shipping routes with a growing variety and volume of car-
goes handled and the expansion of passenger traffic. Such complexi-
ty required a greater need for commercial links and for networks of
information. The Post Office packets had played an important role in
the transit of commercial information. Later the transatlantic packets,
then the arrival of the telegraph and the laying of underwater cables
enabled business information to travel faster than the goods.5 Yet
speed of communication cannot replace personal contact, and a life-
time of personal knowledge of business colleagues was an essential
element.

It is these personal contacts that are explored here across three
Cornish ports, each with a different need and scale of business net-
works. Ports such as these in the nineteenth century were at the cen-
tre of a worldwide communication web based on personal contact.
Falmouth is an obvious example of international networking as one
of the packet ports. Fowey may seem less so, as it is mainly consid-
ered as a mineral port with its exports of copper and china clay.
Finally, the Isles of Scilly, which for ship registration purposes was
considered as one port, is not an example that springs readily to
mind as an international hub. None of these were considered to be
major ports in terms of the shipping statistics that registered the flow
of exports or imports. Their significance lies in what Kaukieinen
called cross trading. By the 1860s, 60 per cent of Finnish shipping
income originated from ‘carrying goods other than Finnish exports
and imports’. Such cross trading, carrying British trade to and from
other ports, was a boom activity in many smaller British ports.

Falmouth: An International Port

In 1688 the Post Office recognized the westerly position of Falmouth
as the base for its packet service. The natural deep-water harbour
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Management in Shipbroking: Fearnley and Eger as a Case Study, 1869–1972’,
Research in Maritime History, 6 (1994), 1–29, at 4–5. 
5 David M. Williams (ed.), The World of Shipping (Aldershot, 1997), p. xi. 



guaranteed scheduled departure at any state of tide and it was also
the first base on returning from the Atlantic. Set up with just two
hired vessels, the Post Office selected, appointed, and paid for the
crew. By 1808, thirty-nine packets were based in Falmouth, together
with all their officers and men. That year saw more than 3,000 pas-
sengers, so coach services and hostelries boomed.6 Mail was dis-
patched and received from America, the West Indies, Spain, Portugal,
and the whole of the Mediterranean, and the town was connected by
fast coaches with London. The passengers who passed through Fal -
mouth were from a wide variety of nationalities and had a wide range
of reasons for taking the packets. Travellers might stay a brief time or
for a lengthy duration in the town depending on the timing of con-
nections between coach and packet, the availability of cabins, and the
vagaries of wind and weather. This made Falmouth a very interna-
tional port.

A brief look at just three of the passports issued in April 1813 by
the Colonial Office shows some examples. Pedra and Sons of New
Broad Street, London requested a passport for ‘Mr Vincente Foze da
Silvera, a Portuguese subject known to us who wishes to proceed to
Falmouth there to embark on the first Packet for Gibraltar. The above
Gentleman proposes to establish himself at Gibraltar as an agent for
his father who now resides at Lisbon as a merchant and who con-
signs sundry articles at Gibraltar the produce of Brazil such a
Tobacco etc.’, while Mr Nicholas Perse who ‘has resided four years in
the Vicinity of London for the purpose of learning the English lan-
guage wishes to return to Gibraltar to resume his mercantile pur-
suits’. There was also Mrs Barent of Holland, her four children, and
a maid servant together with Mr Solomon Jacobs de la Meuse who
wished to rejoin her husband in Gibraltar, a merchant in the firm of
Barent & Soloman.7

In the small port town of Falmouth, such people would be more
obvious and local companies used these connections to their advan-
tage. Barclay Fox was a member of the wealthy Fox family of
Falmouth, which had wide business interests in both mining and
shipping. Barclay worked in the family firm of G. C. Fox & Co., a
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6 David Mudd, The Falmouth Packets (Bodmin, 1978), 6.
7 The National Archives (hereafter TNA), PRO CO 323/111, Applications for
Passports for Gibraltar, Malta, Ionian Islands.



shipping business which also had mining interests. Some extracts
from his diary show just how well connected such firms were and the
opportunities that came from being based in Falmouth.

In November 1838 heavy gales from the south-west were report-
ed in Fox’s diary and an East India ship, Larkins, took refuge, having
run onto rocks. The ship needed unloading and her cargo consisted
of ‘saltpetre, jute, indigo, sugar, silk, rice, turmeric etc worth from 50
to 60, 000 £s. It is a fine thing for the place.’ Such an unexpected cargo
intended for the London market was now unloaded in Falmouth and
Fox worked with the consignees to ship it onwards, probably over-
land. Dining with the Fox family was a part of the business process:
‘Called on young Powell, son of the consignee of part of the Larkins’
cargo. He escorted here the Captain’s wife to dine.’8

The weather continued to drive ships into Falmouth: ‘all people,
nations and languages appear to be flocking here, Americans,
Swedes, Dutchman, Bremener etc.’ The dinner table was busy with
Captain Ingram and his wife, Captain Wethan, and the British Con -
sul-General in Mexico. At other times, significant visitors who passed
through the hands of the Fox family included the Duchess of Palm -
ella, bound for Lisbon, who was escorted by her daughter’s suite and
luggage on board the Tagus steamer. The Fox family had links with
the Queen of Portugal who had been deposed by her uncle, but with
the help of the Royal Navy under Napier had been returned to the
throne. In 1833 Fox called on Monsignor di Silvera, Dom Pedro’s
minister of finance. Other calls for business and pleasure included
the three ‘principals of Gribble, Hughes & Co. gentlemen on their
way to Can ton to establish a House’, and A. Tsiolkowksy of the
Russian Royal School of Engineers, ‘an agreeable and intelligent fel-
low as they all are, he dined here’. Another good friendship devel-
oped with a Turkish prince, Nadir Bey.9

On another occasion in December 1841 he was the hero of the
hour. Captain Said of the Egyptian ship Ashereen had complained of
being assaulted by three sailors at night. Fox acted speedily to find a
witness and to discover the names of the assailants. He was angry
and called it an ‘infamous shame that a foreigner cannot quietly pass
through the streets without a wanton and brutal attack as this ap -
pears to have been’. His description of the procession to court in
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9 Ibid. 141, 151, 175.



Falmouth is a lively one: ‘Lawyer Tilly and myself taking the lead,
then the actor [witness], the constable, then the 2 Egyptians, then 2
Maltese and lastly a Jewess, Mrs Moses followed by a promiscuous
multitude.’ The ringleader was imprisoned and the whole matter
was favourably reported to the Pasha.10 Such were the multinational
aspects of a small Cornish town.

International business connections required a good command of
languages. Barclay Fox spoke French and he also started to learn
German. As the Swedish and Norwegian vice-consul in Falmouth,
his linguistic abilities may have been of use when the damaged
Swedish ship, Minerva, put into port in ballast. He sent surveyors and
master tradesmen on board to estimate the cost of repairs, and then
wrote to Hamburg where she was insured. As he described so well in
his diary in February 1840: ‘Ours is varied scene. I paid devoirs to a
Hungarian prince in the morning and was concerned in the evening
in smuggling a Greek outlaw out of the clutches of the bailiffs.’
Captain Inglissi of the Polpone had a writ taken out against him, with
which the Quaker Fox clearly did not agree, to the extent of helping
him to evade the law. All these connections, social and business, were
the threads of a highly successful international business.11 Through -
out the nineteenth century, even after Falmouth’s loss of the packet
ships, it was major port of call for ships proceeding up the English
Channel. Well into the twentieth century the Fox family were very
well placed to make the most of their contacts as the number of ves-
sels calling at Falmouth shows (see Table 5.1).

Fowey Shipping Investors and their Contacts

Falmouth demonstrates the obvious connections of a packet port and
refuge, but there were also other important aspects in other ports.
Many of the Cornish ports are casually referred to as mineral ports,
with the assumption of one-way export traffic largely sent along the
coast.12 If the port is measured only by its import or export activity,
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11 Ibid. 144, 177–8.
12 Gordon Jackson, ‘The Significance of Unimportant Ports’, International
Journal of Maritime History, 13 (2001).



this is justified, but it does overlook the wider aspects of shipowning
in ports such as Fowey. Throughout the nineteenth century, statistics
on ship registration and trade, taken from the returns made by the
Customs authorities, were regularly reported to Parliament, and
these show that from 1829 to 1870 Cornwall expanded at a rapid rate
in terms of sailing ships. In 1829 the number of vessels of more than
50 tons registered in the Cornish ports was 270, with a total tonnage
of 22,291. By 1870 there were 535 ships with a total tonnage of 66,770.
The number of ships nearly doubled and the tonnage trebled. This
was a faster growth rate than that seen in Devon or the registration
figures for England. The Cornish maritime industry embraced the
new opportunities with enthusiasm, and the profile of the ports
changed between 1829 and 1870 as more ships over 50 tons were reg-
istered, reflecting a local demand for larger ocean-going vessels.13

Ownership of such vessels was within the local community and the
decision to invest required knowledge and contacts. 

Information was important to business dealings at a distance but
it was also important in a more local context, when buying shares in
ships. Investigation of the risks of buying shares in railways and
canals emphasized the importance of information for decision-mak-
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13 BPP, 1871 LXI, Return of Number of Sailing and Steam Vessels Registered
at each Port of Great Britain and Ireland, 1870.

Table 5.1  Fox Register of arrivals in Falmouth

Source: A. Kennerley, ‘The Decline of Commercial Sail’, in Helen Doe, A.
Kennerley, and P. Payton (eds.), A Maritime History of Cornwall (forthcom-
ing).

Sailing Vessels Powered Vessels

Year No. % Tonnage % Mean No. % Tonnage % Mean

1881 1,822 82 846,391 77 478 397 18 262,731 23 691

1899 553 59 493,604 58 892 391 41 353,522 42 904

1910 360 33 435,859 46 1,210 736 67 503,488 54 684

1920 59 10 88,715 9 1,504 593 90 888,093 91 1,498

1935 14 3 29,619 2 2,116 466 97 1,517,323 98 3,320



ing and risk-reduction in share purchase. In addition, word of mouth
information (or social learning) is regarded as a better medium than
others for transmitting information and forming collective opinion.14

In shipping, shares were transferred locally, there was no such insti-
tution as a stock exchange, and few professional brokers. Further -
more, there was no publicly available information on the profitabili-
ty of ships. Each ship was a separate commercial enterprise and
details on trading performance were known only to the owners of the
64ths in that vessel. It should be noted that before 1908 even private
limited companies had a strong dislike of sharing financial informa-
tion.15

‘Three major decisions; the purchase of the right ship, the deter-
mination of what to do with it, the choice of a master’ determined the
success or failure of an enterprise.16 While fractional shareholders
were not closely involved in the initial purchase decision, as this was
often made by the major shareowner who then sought the other in -
vestors, they were involved in the other decisions. A fourth cat egory
should also be added, namely, management decisions that in clude
cost management, reaction to competitive pressures, and the critical
decision of when to sell the ship. Making the wrong decisions had
serious implications and could negatively impact profitability or lead
to the loss of the ship and cargo. The owners of the Thetis of Fowey,
Cornwall, decided not to insure the vessel, a not unusual decision in
some areas, but a high-risk one. By saving on the cost of insurance,
they hoped to gain from higher dividends. They lost the gamble
when the vessel was wrecked at an early stage in her career. The
investors, including several women, realized 59 per cent of their
overall initial capital investment.17
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14 Sarah J. Hudson, ‘Attitudes to Investment Risk Amongst West Midland
Canal and Railway Company Investors, 1700–1850’ (Ph.D. thesis, University
of Warwick, 2001), 151.
15 Josephine Maltby and Janette Rutterford, ‘She Possessed Her Own For -
tune: Women Investors from the Late Nineteenth Century to the Early Twen -
tieth Century’, Business History, 48 (2006), 220–53, at 225.
16 Ralph Davis, The Rise of the English Shipping Industry in the Seventeenth and
Eighteenth Centuries (Newton Abbot, 1962), 174.
17 Alan Platt, ‘Straws in the Winds of Change: A Business Study of Two
Barques in the Earlier Years of Sail’s Decline’, Mariner’s Mirror, 92 (2006),
148–67, at 175.



Shipowners looked for the markets where the best freight rates
could be achieved. Early entrants to new markets took higher risks
and gained greater rewards, as gains could be made before increased
competition caused freight rates to fall.18 Even in established mar-
kets, earnings were only guaranteed where a charter was obtained
before the start of a voyage, and this would rarely cover both the voy-
age out and home. Specializing in a trade reduced uncertainty, as
owners and masters built up knowledge and, most importantly,
good, reliable contacts. Some trades were more lucrative than others.
The carrying of bulk commodities such as coal and grain were steady
trades but not high margin. On the other hand, specialization in the
fruit trade enabled many shipowners in Cornwall to compete prof-
itably against steamers until the 1880s. 

A good master was important, as the ‘authority of a master is very
large, and extends to all acts that are usual and necessary for the use
and employment of a ship’.19 He was a particular asset in specialized
trades, where his build-up of knowledge on navigational problems
and good contacts ensured regular cargoes.20 Knowing the reputa-
tion of the master of a vessel was an essential piece of information.
Correspondents to the Shipping and Mercantile Gazette’s Notes and
Queries column often wrote with problems relating to the boundary
between the shipowner’s and the master’s responsibilities.21 Masters,
however, changed ships, and the only point of continuity was the
managing owner. 

Bad decisions had dramatic effects: poor maintenance, a bad mas-
ter pushed to take risks with overloading, or poor stowage caused
the loss of ships. Lost opportunities were often the result of poor
market intelligence and lack of contacts. Ships could be lured to an
area seeking a profitable cargo, but find the opportunity had disap-
peared by the time they reached it.22 With a high percentage of the
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18 Ronald Hope, A New History of British Shipping (London, 1990), 227.
19 Case of Grant v. Norway 1851, quoted in H. Holman, A Handy Book for
Shipowners and Masters (London, 1915), 16. 
20 Simon Ville, ‘The Deployment of English Merchant Shipping: Michael and
Joseph Henley of Wapping, Ship Owners, 1775–1830’, Journal of Transport
History, 5 (1984), 16–33, at 22.
21 W. Mitchell (ed.), Maritime Notes and Queries (London, 1881).
22 John Killick, ‘An Early Nineteenth-Century Shipping Line: The Cope Line



voyage cost going on wages, a wasted passage was expensive. ‘Ex -
amples exist of pioneer shipowners and passive shipping invest ors
bankrupted by their insufficient knowledge.’23 As we have seen, a
lack of insurance could be disastrous and many shipowners took this
risk, although what percentage this was of the total number of trad-
ing vessels is not known, as insufficient records remain. The experi-
enced and larger shipowners could take advantage of more volatile
markets to achieve large profits, and deployment flexibility and spe-
cialist knowledge were vital factors.24 While careful accounting was
essential, the major decisions by committed and well informed ship -
owners, such as where and when to employ the vessels, determined
their profitability. One good voyage with high freight rates could
wipe out previous losses, but the reverse was also possible.

Sailing ships were owned under the 64th system and a maximum
of 32 people could hold a total of 64 shares. Each ship was a business
entity on its own and the owners met annually on a formal basis to
decide on the resolutions that would affect future earning for the
shareholders. The shareholders were paid in relation to their hold-
ings in the vessel. With a rather closer relationship to the main busi-
ness than an investor in a limited company, shipowners acted in the
same way as a board of directors, with the managing owner or agent
as the chief executive and chief financial officer.25

Men and women were appointed as managing owners of ships. In
Polruan, Mary Hicks Hayes, the widow of a shipbroker owned
shares in thirty-six shares in sixteen ships. She not only bought and
sold shares in ships in her own right, but also became the managing
owner of the Perseverance, the Gem and the Koh I Noor.26 She later
became managing owner of the Rippling Wave. Additionally she held
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of Philadelphia and Liverpool Packets, 1822–1872’, International Journal of
Maritime History, 12 (2000), 61–87, at 70.
23 Simon Ville, ‘The Growth of Specialisation in English Shipowning,
1750–1850’, Economic History Review, 46 (1993), 702–22, at 713.
24 Id., ‘Wages, Prices and Profitability in the Shipping Industry during the
Napoleonic Wars: A Case Study’, Journal of Transport History, 2 (1981), 39–52,
at 48. 
25 H. R. Doe, ‘Enterprising Women: Maritime Businesswomen, 1780–1880’
(Ph.D. thesis, University of Exeter, 2006), 300.
26 Cornwall Record Office (hereafter CRO), MSR/FOW 1–9, Fowey Shipping
Registers; Lloyd’s Register of British and Foreign Shipping 1881.



shares in a further sixteen Polruan ships.27 Like the Jane Slade, these
vessels travelled across the Atlantic and the Koh I Noor was eventual-
ly lost off the coast of Venezuela. The managing owner was the busi-
ness controller of the ship and answerable to the other investors.
They appointed the master and worked with him to maximize earn-
ings for the shareholders by holding down costs and finding cargoes.
They handled the increasing bureaucracy and managed the accounts. 

During the nineteenth century, as the management role was rec-
ognized and trades became more regularized, shipping agents be -
came increasingly specialized. Large ports especially developed these
new functions.28 The many bureaucratic demands on the masters and
owners made by the customs and port authorities are described as ‘a
succession of certificates and signatures’.29 Some owners used the spe-
cialized shipping agents who employed clerks to do the legwork. This
was a boon for the overstretched managing owner or master, but it
came at a cost and many preferred to keep it in house.

Once the vessel went to sea, the managing owner received corre-
spondence from the agents in the various ports to which the vessel
traded. This kept him or her fully informed of progress, cargoes
agreed, and other aspects of the trade. Along with regular letters from
the master, the managing owner was kept well informed. ‘The cus-
toms authorities at every port in the country demand that within 6
days of a vessel’s departure, the owners will forward to them a
detailed account of all the goods shipped. In the same way a mani-
fest, which is the name given to this detailed list, must be included
among the ship’s papers as it is required for delivery to the Custom
Authorities at the port of destination.’30 The agents then sent the
owners an account after the departure of each vessel, detailing in it
all charges incurred and credits collected, such as freight charges.
These disbursements were compiled as soon as a vessel left port and
sent to the shipowner.31 As for any additional expenses: ‘The owner
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is liable for the various expenses in connection with any of the crew
who are put into hospital abroad, and it may be some considerable
time after the termination of the voyage before these expenses can be
ascertained.’32

Such men and women had very direct need of a range of interna-
tional knowledge and had a wide set of contacts, even if they did not
visit any of the countries in person. The managing owner of the Thetis
was Thomas Pearce and in the short career of that ship he handled
business in many ports, as Table 5.2 shows. In only one instance was
the Thetis involved in carrying trade from her port of registration,
Fowey.
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32 C. D. Macmurray and M. Cree, Shipping and Shipbroking: A Guide to all
Branches of Shipbroking and Shipmanagement (London, 1934), 322.

Table 5.2  Ports of call of the schooner Thetis, 1873–7

Port Country
Madeira
New York USA
Hamburg Germany
Ostend Belgium
Buenos Ayres Brazil
Paysandu Brazil
Almeria Spain
Barcelona Spain
Cagliare Sardinia
Cephalonia Greece
Ceto Italy
Naples Italy
Palermo Italy
Piraeus Greece
Salonika Greece
Smyrna Turkey
Volos Greece
Kingston Jamaica
Tarpam Bay Eleuthera, Bahamas

Source: Basil Greenhill, The Merchant Schooners (London, 1988), 273–81.



Such distant contacts were normal and managing owners were at
the centre of several communications strands, from agents and mas-
ters. In the north-west port of Whitehaven in January 1850. William
Dixon wrote to his agents in London:

To Messrs Marshall

Gentlemen 
I am in receipt of your kind favour of the 21st respecting the
Warlock.
I am happy to say that I have letters from Captain Pagen advis-
ing his safe arrival at Batavia on the 8th November having had
to leave Adelaide in ballast.
He had chartered the Warlock to go to Sasnarang to board a
cargo of sugar for Bombay and the Persian Gulf. To load a
cargo there and at Bombay and return back to Batavia which
will make a long voyage too much so I fear for the amount she
receives to pay much more than keep her going.
I will be much obliged if you would present the enclosed Bill
for £120 on Messrs Row Prescott & Co. London for acceptance
and return it afterwards 
I remain 
Gentleman 
Your most obedient servant
Wm Dixon

His ship, while owned in Whitehaven, traded in the Far East and
brought its goods back into Liverpool.33 Earlier in the century, in
1816 from the tiny seaside village of Shaldon in south Devon,
William Fox wrote a series of letters to brokers and agents in ports in
Liver pool, Ireland, Newfoundland, and Lisbon as he managed the
pro gress of his ships, Three Williams, Neptune, Cognac, Good Intent,
and Commerce. His relationships with Bulley & Co. in Liverpool,
Richard Fogarty in Newfoundland, and John Leigh in Lisbon were
well established and warm. At the same time he wrote a constant
stream of letters to the masters of the three ships giving them clear
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Warlock.



instructions on where to go, who to trust, and with which agent they
should deal.34

An emphasis on the shipowners should not overlook the other
businessmen in the port who needed business networks. Sailmakers
such as John Edward Hocken of Polruan across from Fowey were
kept busy with work from visiting ships. Among Hocken’s cus-
tomers was Captain Ortmusser with his vessel Hugo and several
Russian and Norwegian schooners. Over 50 per cent of the vessels in
his account book were non-local vessels. Many of these were also in
connection with the local shipbrokers, Toyne Carter and the ship
chandler, Bennett.35 Shipbrokers had a particular need for wide con-
tacts, as the previously quoted Norwegian firm of Fearnley and Eger,
and the earlier example of the Fox shipping company of Falmouth
show.

The Long Reach of a Small Place: The Isles of Scilly

The Isles of Scilly had little in the way of trade and no mineral
resources on the islands, and much of the employment came from
subsistence farming and fishing. There had briefly been a good trade
in kelp, a seaweed used in the manufacture of glass and soap, but
when this trade collapsed, alternatives had to be found. Scilly
embraced long-distance trade with enthusiasm. A contemporary
recalled the impact on the islands after the end of the kelp trade. 

It was thought that after the kilping was done away with peo-
ple would not get any employment, but about that time ship-
building began to go ahead on the islands. Small schooners
were built for the fruit trade to St. Michael’s and other ports
and it was found to pay so well that they could not get men to
build them fast enough; they had to get ship-wrights from
wherever they could. There were four master builders and all
the young men were learning the shipwright business, which
increased very fast; and shortly after that they began to build
larger vessels for the Mediterranean and different parts of the
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world, and this trade was carried on for a great number of
years. The shipowners had got some very fine vessels—large
schooners, brigs and barques—trading in most parts of the
world.36

With no alteration to the imports and exports of the islands there was
a major boom in shipping investment and local shipbuilding. In 1829
the Isles of Scilly only had five vessels over 50 tons, but by 1870 it had
thirty-two vessels with a total tonnage of 7,038, some of which were
over 500 tons.37 The Banfield family was a major player in this expan-
sion. In 1861 Francis Banfield, aged 38, was noted as a shipowner and
Lloyd’s agent.38 He was the managing owner of a fleet of twelve
ships, all of which were sizeable. They ranged in size from the 48-ton
coastal vessel Star to the 528-ton John Banfield, built in 1859. They
trad ed to the Mediterranean, South America, Bermuda, Mauritius,
and China.39 His father’s vessel, the Chieftain of 300 tons, won the tea
race to London in 1847.40 Mumford, a local shipbuilder, was the man-
aging owner of three vessels ranging from 109 tons to 215 tons that
traded to South America and Madeira. James Phillips, a local draper
and grocer, owned four vessels also trading to the West Indies and
South America. It was a new fleet, as in 1865, 75 per cent had been
built in the last twenty years. Fifty per cent were locally built and the
rest had been purchased from places such Yarmouth, Sunderland,
Bideford, Dartmouth, Ramsgate, and Quebec.41

Ann Banfield, widow of Francis senior, inherited many shares
from her husband on his death in 1851, but the shipping registers
show how she continued to invest (see Table 5.3). This shareholding
was in addition to the shares held by her two sons, Francis and John.
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All of the larger vessels were involved in international trade. The
Ann Banfield, under the command of Henry Edwards of Liverpool,
set out in August 1864 with a prospective list of ports of call includ-
ing Mauritius, Adelaide, Melbourne, Sydney, Hobart Town, Laun -
ceston, Auckland, Hong Kong, Shanghai, and Singapore.42

Conclusion

All of this distance trading underlines the importance of business
networks and shows that ‘networks are an integral part of economic
activity’. Even in markets where there were systems such as contracts
and customary practice to deter malfeasance, individuals still pre-
ferred to deal with known contacts of repute or good connections.
Networking is a relationship ‘rooted in social and cultural practice,
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Table 5.3  Shares owned by Mrs Ann Banfield

Registered Ship Name Tonnage Built No. of Shares

1851 Silura 71 1833 64

1851 Vivid 131 1851 16

1852 Gazelle 109 1839 32

1852 Jessie Banfield 122 1852 46

1853 Emerald 264 1855 16

1854 Mary Banfield 116 1854 30

1854 Presto 123 24

1855 Ann Banfield 218 1855 20

1855 Jane Lakey 264 1855 16

Source: Cornwall Record Office, MSR/SCI, Shipping Registers of the Isles of
Scilly.



and in power’.43 Good business networks with trusted associates
were also part and parcel of local business. If a shareowner was un -
able to attend regular meetings, he or she had to be able to rely on the
integrity and ability of their fellow shareowners. Owning even one
share was significant as the 64th system gave the individual share-
holder title to the ship. They were tenants-in-common with similar
rights to those of landholders.44 Majority shareowners needed to
know and respect their fellow shareowners, as disputes between
them could lead to costly problems. When co-owners disagreed seri-
ously, the matter could be taken to the Admiralty Court, a potential-
ly expensive process.45 The registers show that the sale and purchase
of shares was mainly a local matter, with share dealing kept very
much within local communities, or with those who were closely
related to the main investors. Funds raised for new sailing ventures
came from ‘networks bound by personal reputation, family ties and
exchanges of financial and operating data’.46 In the interconnected
maritime communities, information was easily exchanged between
extended families and business connections, as the hard-working Fox
family demonstrates.

The diaries of Barclay Fox highlight the amount of social activity
that occurred in ports between visiting masters and their wives and
local business people. Such socializing with business contacts and
fellow captains was all the more important for men who spent many
months at sea with limited social contact, in an industry that relied
heavily on the regular interchange of business information. It
occurred in all ports as a way of binding networks more closely and
was a part of the life of the port as business and social circles over-
lapped.

The managing owner had a particularly important role in main-
taining international contacts on behalf of the other owners. While a
well-connected master was essential, he did not necessarily remain
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with same ship during his career. Nor was he able to arrange future
cargoes while at sea. Only the managing owner could maintain the
contacts for his or her enterprise. Each managing owner sat at the
centre of a web of contacts with shipping agents, brokers, and author-
ities.

The surge in British trade and the locally owned wooden sailing
ship provided wide opportunities for international trade to even the
smallest of places. In Falmouth, Fowey, and the Isles of Scilly net-
works of local and foreign connections were essential to the success
of shipowners, managers, and shipping companies. The men and
women in these small ports had a different perspective on distance.
For an inland farming community, travelling to a nearby town on
market days could be a cause for celebration. In a port such as those
described here, the flow of international information and contacts
was an everyday occurrence. The sea was an enabler in business and
not a dividing boundary. Even a small cluster of islands with no
exports could become a multi-national trading community with con-
tacts across the world.
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